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Get Ready: Gates, Johns Hopkins, WHO Simulated Another Pandemic - 'Catastrophic Contagion'
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Over time, it's become clear that the globalist cabal seeking to implement a one world

government repeatedly tell us what they're about to do. They hold dress rehearsals in the form of

tabletop exercises, and they've revealed their plans in various reports and white papers through

the years.

I have been subscribed to the channel that posted the video above for some time now. She only

has 10K subscribers but really gets some amazing content. I have no idea how she was able to

secure this video as it is not widely circulated. Even more surprising is that her channel is not

being taken down.

COVID Dress Rehearsals

For example, in 2017, Johns Hopkins Center of Health Security held a coronavirus pandemic

simulation called the SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028 scenario.  Importantly, the exercise

highlighted and stressed "communication dilemmas concerning medical countermeasures that

could plausibly emerge" in a pandemic scenario.

In October 2019, less than three months before the COVID-19 outbreak, the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation in collaboration with Johns Hopkins and the World Economic Forum hosted Event

201.

As in the SPARS Pandemic scenario, this exercise involved an outbreak of a highly infectious

coronavirus, but the primary (if not sole) focus of the exercise was how to control information

and keep "misinformation" in check, not how to effectively discover and share remedies.

Social media censorship played prominently in the Event 201 plan, and in the real-world events of

2020 through the present, accurate information about vaccine development, production and

injury has indeed been effectively suppressed around the world, thanks to social media

companies and Google's censoring of opposing viewpoints.

We now know this censorship was illegally directed by U.S. government o^cials, including Dr.

Anthony Fauci, who was recently deposed  about his role in the online censoring of COVID

information.

Both of these simulations, SPARS and Event 201, foreshadowed what eventually occurred in real

life during COVID, so, when Gates hosts yet another pandemic exercise, it's worth paying

attention to the details.

'Catastrophic Contagion' Exercise

October 23, 2022, Gates, Johns Hopkins and the World Health Organization cohosted "a global

challenge exercise" dubbed "Catastrophic Contagion,"  involving a novel (and as of now `ctional)

pathogen called "severe epidemic enterovirus respiratory syndrome 2025" or SEERS-25 for short.

Enterovirus D68  is typically associated with cold and bu-like illness in infants, children and

teens. In rare cases, it's also been known to cause viral meningitis and acute baccid myelitis, a

neurological condition resulting in muscle weakness and loss of rebexes in one or more

extremities.

“ The virus they modeled in the Catastrophic
Contagion simulation appears to be something
similar to enterovirus D68, but worse.”

Enteroviruses A71 and A6 are known to cause hand, foot and mouth disease,  while poliovirus,

the prototypical enterovirus, causes polio (poliomyelitis), a potentially life-threatening type of

paralysis that primarily affects children under age 5. So, the virus they modeled in this simulation

appears to be something similar to enterovirus D68, but worse.

Training African Leaders to Go Along With the Narrative

Tellingly, the Catastrophic Contagion exercise focused on getting leadership in African countries

involved and trained in following the script. Participants included 10 current and former Health

Ministers and senior public health o^cials from Senegal, Rwanda, Nigeria, Angola, Liberia,

Singapore, India and Germany, as well as Gates himself.

African nations just so happened to go "off script" more often than others during the COVID

pandemic, and didn't follow in the footsteps of developed nations when it came to pushing the

jabs. As a result, vaccine makers now face the problem of having a huge control group, as the

COVID jab uptake on the African continent was only 6%.

Not surprisingly (for those in the know), Africa has fared far better than developed nations with

high COVID jab rates in terms of COVID-19 infections and related deaths.

Now, the Catastrophic Contagion exercise predicts SEERS-25 will kill 20 million people

worldwide, including 15 million children, and many who survive the infection will be left with

paralysis and/or brain damage. In other words, the "cue" given is that the next pandemic will likely

target children rather than the elderly, as was the case with COVID-19.

This is an interesting coincidence, seeing how rates of toddlers and young children hospitalized

with inbuenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is already spiking.

COVID Jabs Are Destroying People's Immune Systems

Coincidentally, over the past year, researchers have been warning that the COVID jabs may be

dysregulating and destroying people's immune systems, leaving them vulnerable to all sorts of

infections. According to a study  posted on the preprint server medRxiv in May 2021, the

P`zer/BioNTech COVID jab "reprograms both adaptive and innate immune responses, causing

immune depletion."

In August 2021, a French group of pediatric infectious disease experts also warned that

"immunity debt" caused by a lack of exposure to common viruses and bacteria during COVID

lockdowns and school closures might predispose children to suffer more infections in the

future.

They predicted the decrease in viral and bacterial exposure that train your child's immune system

may result in a rebound of a variety of infectious diseases, including inbuenza and RSV) which is

precisely what we're now seeing. If a modi`ed enterovirus gets added into the mix, it's not

di^cult to see how parents might get spooked enough to start lining their kids up for more shots

— including parents in African nations.

Why Manufactured Pandemics Will Continue

At this point, it's quite clear that "biosecurity" is the chosen means by which the globalist cabal

intends to seize power over the world. The WHO is working on securing sole power over

pandemic response globally through its international pandemic treaty which, if implemented, will

eradicate the sovereignty of all member nations.

Ultimately, the WHO intends to dictate all health care. December 13, 2022, the WHO announced

Sir Jeremy Farrar, head of the Wellcome Trust — who colluded with Dr. Anthony Fauci to suppress

the COVID lab-leak narrative — has been chosen as its new chief scientist.

The WHO's pandemic treaty is the gateway to a global, top-down totalitarian regime, a one world

government. But to secure that power, they will need more pandemics. COVID-19 alone was not

enough to get everyone onboard with a centralized pandemic response unit, and they probably

knew that from the start.

So, the reason we can be sure there will be additional pandemics, whether manufactured using

either fear and hype alone or an actual bioweapon created for this very purpose, is because the

takeover plan, aka The Great Reset, is based on the premise that we need global biosecurity

surveillance and centralized response.

Biosecurity, in turn, is the justi`cation for an international vaccine passport, which the G20 just

signed on to, and that passport will also be your digital identi`cation. That digital ID, then, will be

tied to your social credit score, personal carbon footprint tracker, medical records, educational

records, work records, social media presence, purchase records, your bank accounts and a

programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC).

Once all these pieces are fully connected, you'll be in a digital prison, and the ruling cabal —

whether o^cially a one world government by then or not — will have total control over your life

from cradle to grave.

COVID Is a Global Propaganda Operation

In the video above,  initially published in August 2021, professor Piers Robinson, Ph.D., an

expert on communication, media, world politics and the role of propaganda, spoke to Asia Paci`c

Today about propaganda in the age of COVID.

As noted by Robinson, COVID-19 is unquestionably the largest, most sophisticated propaganda

operation in history. Psychological techniques were extensively used during 2020 to incite fear in

the population, while other persuasion strategies were used to get people to support and defend

COVID measures such as masking, isolation, social distancing, lockdowns and jab mandates.

Indeed, propaganda is what allowed for draconian and unscienti`c COVID measures to be

implemented. Without propaganda and simultaneous censorship of opposing views, little of what

we've been through would have been possible.

As noted by Robinson, while the use of state propaganda could initially be justi`ed as a

necessary means to achieve a public health objective — protecting people from COVID-related

illness and death — it quickly became apparent that this was not the case, and likely never was.

COVID-19 has instead been used to suspend and strip us of Constitutional rights and civil

liberties, and is still being exploited to further social, political and `nancial restructuring

objectives, entirely outside democratic processes and public scrutiny. We also know it's not about

public health since:

COVID is now nothing more than another endemic respiratory infection, much like the

common cold, and

The COVID jabs don't prevent infection or spread of the virus, which negates the entire

premise for vaccine passports, yet they're being pushed anyway

How Did Gates Become the High Priest of the COVID Narrative?

In related news, Politico recently published a special report  detailing how Gates, who has no

medical expertise whatsoever, ended up controlling the global COVID response with no oversight

to speak of.

In the earliest days of the pandemic, four nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) banded

together to identify vaccine makers and make "targeted investments in the development of tests,

treatments and shots," Politico explains.

These NGOs were the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Gavi (a Gates organization that provides

vaccines to developing nations), the Wellcome Trust (a British research foundation led by Farrar,

now selected to be the WHO's head scientist) and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness

Innovations (CEPI), an international vaccine research and development group cofounded by

Gates and Wellcome in 2017.

In collaboration with the WHO, these four NGOs — three of which were founded by Gates — then

set out to create a global distribution plan for the tests, drugs and injections they'd invested in.

Incidentally, Gates at that time was also the largest donor to the WHO, as then-President Trump

had pulled the U.S. out of the WHO and stopped funding. It's hard to imagine a situation with

greater conbicts of interest. The four groups also greased the wheels of governments.

Collectively, they spent more than $8.3 million to lobby lawmakers and o^cials in the U.S. and

Europe. A number of U.S. and EU o^cials, as well as WHO representatives, have also been

employed by one or more of these NGOs, which helped solidify their political connections.

A number of civil society organizations that are active in developing countries, including Doctors

Without Borders, have objected to Western-dominated groups making life-and-death decisions

for poorer nations.

"'What makes Bill Gates quali`ed to be giving advice and advising the U.S. government on where

they should be putting the tremendous resources?' asked Kate Elder, senior vaccines policy

adviser for the Doctors Without Borders' Access Campaign," Politico writes.

Self-Serving Consortium Is Running Our Pandemic Response

Politico's special report continues:

"Now, critics are raising signi0cant questions about the equity and effectiveness of the

group's response to the pandemic — and the serious limitations of outsourcing the

pandemic response to unelected, privately-funded groups. 'I think we should be deeply

concerned,' said Lawrence Gostin, a Georgetown University professor who specializes in

public-health law.

'Putting it in a very crass way, money buys inGuence. And this is the worst kind of

inGuence. Not just because it's money — although that's important, because money

shouldn't dictate policy — but also, because it's preferential access, behind closed doors.'

Gostin said that such power, even if propelled by good intentions and expertise, is 'anti-

democratic, because it's extraordinarily non-transparent, and opaque' and 'leaves behind

ordinary people, communities and civil society' …

[M]any global health specialists question whether the groups are capable of performing

the rigorous post-mortems necessary to build a stronger global response system for the

future.

'No one's actually holding these actors to account,' said Sophie Harman, professor of

international politics at Queen Mary University of London. 'And they're the ones that are

really shaping our ability to respond to pandemics' …

Without governments stepping in to take the lead on pandemic preparedness, the four

organizations, along with their partners in the global health community, are the only

entities that are in a position to lead in the world's response to a devastating outbreak —

again.

'They're funded by their own capabilities and or endowments and trusts. But when they

step into multilateral affairs, then who keeps watch over them?' a former senior U.S.

oVcial said. 'I don't know the answer to that. That's quite provocative.'"

Final Thoughts

So, in the `nal analysis, we already have a pseudo-one world government, in the form of Gates'

NGOs. They are making health care decisions that should be left to individual nations and/or

states, and they're making decisions that will line their own pockets, regardless of what happens

to the public health-wise.

They coordinate and synchronize pandemic communication during these simulated practice runs,

and then, when the real-world situation emerges that `ts the bill, the preplanned script is simply

played out verbatim.

African nations failed to follow the script during COVID, which is why they're focusing on African

leaders in the latest simulation. They need to get rid of the African control group by getting them

onboard with mass injection and all the rest. It's basically a recruitment effort.

Lastly, between the G20 declaration to implement an international vaccine passport under the

auspice of the WHO, and the WHO's pandemic treaty, everything is lined up to take control of the

next pandemic, and in so doing, further securing the foundation for a one world government.
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You may not even need a pathogen. We have already seen how susceptible to suggestion the people are who lined up for their jab--and,

then a booster. They were told they needed even more shots and willingly complied. There is a large segment of the population that is

easily impressionable and compliant. Thus, you could simply start rumors of outbreaks and people would exhibit psychosomatic

illnesses. Sort of like when doctors tell a patient they have only 6 months to live. I doubt doctors can predict right down to the day.

However, there are people so eager to heed their doctor that they "get with the plan" and keel over exactly on schedule.

I always `gured I am an individual. As such, statistics do not apply to me. There is no terminal disease that, someone somewhere, has

not made a dramatic recovery from. It might as well be me. We do not yet fully comprehend the power of the human mind to make us

sick or keep us healthy. Meanwhile, I `nd myself evermore abandoning society. For example, there is very little I want from the

supermarket anymore, preferring my humble homegrown food above what is served at holiday gatherings. In think this is my inner

wisdom keeping me grounded and healthy. There are many things bad for me that I do not want and have not been su^ciently

conditioned to desire.

Nor do I want smart meters, synthetic fashions, jewelry and makeup. No doubt this helps keep me healthy and sane. Perhaps vanity and

keeping up with the Jonses leads to one's own demise. I am seeing a lot of people who spent money on immediate grati`cation and to

impress others who are now seriously in debt. Sacri`cing value to obtain "convenience" can also become an entrapment. Underlying

many healthy habits is righteous thinking and harmony with nature instead of media-driven consumerism. If you do not control your

own thoughts, what do you really control?
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Yes, Almond, the constant bombardment of information about the virus and the number of infections, deaths, new strains, etc.

that Fauci's bu has caused a greater state of anxiety, generating immediate effects on our mental and immune health. Have

much larger and treacherous effects on our psychology and behavior. The theory of the behavioral immune system has prevailed

as a person's `rst defense against a pathogen, based on reducing contact with possible pathogens. We are not talking about our

body defending itself against the disease, but our mind and our actions as a result of fear. The problem is always the emotions

that accompany the state of insecurity for the future: anxiety, fear, irritability, resignation until reaching depression.

They are all caused by our “futures”. All of them have to do with our resilience or the ability to face adversity, our tolerance for a

negative event to happen. We are now in a humanity prey to two very wide windows: menticide and cognitive dissonance as

tension or anxiety that individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes conbict with what they do. In two studies, we

examined whether trait pathogen avoidance (operationalized as perceived vulnerability to illness) was positively associated with

stronger reactions to COVID-19 threat, including increased anxiety, perceptions of that people should modify their typical

behavior, as well as the reported importance of engaging in proactive behaviors and social distancing.
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Bill Gates Plans for New Catastrophic Contagion
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Over time, it’s become clear that the globalist cabal seeking to implement a one world government repeatedly tell us what they’re about to

do. Table top pandemic simulations, for example, are a form of dress rehearsal

)

In 2017, Johns Hopkins Center of Health Security held a coronavirus pandemic simulation called the SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028 scenario.

In October 2019, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in collaboration with Johns Hopkins and the World Economic Forum hosted Event 201

)

As in the SPARS Pandemic scenario, Event 201 involved an outbreak of a highly infectious coronavirus, but the primary (if not sole) focus of

the exercise was how to control information and keep “misinformation” in check, not how to effectively discover and share remedies

)

October 23, 2022, Gates, Johns Hopkins and the World Health Organization cohosted “a global challenge exercise” dubbed “Catastrophic

Contagion,” involving a novel pathogen called “severe epidemic enterovirus respiratory syndrome 2025” (SEERS-25), which primarily affects

children and teens

)

Enterovirus D68 is typically associated with cold and bu-like illness in infants, children and teens. In rare cases, it’s also been known to

cause viral meningitis and acute baccid myelitis, a neurological condition resulting in muscle weakness and loss of rebexes. The virus they

modeled in the Catastrophic Contagion simulation appears to be something similar to enterovirus D68, but worse

)
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In Study 2, it was again associated with increased anxiety, as well as more attentive behavior when shopping for groceries, fewer

trips to the store, and fewer face-to-face interactions. germs and perceived infectability) were often parallel predictors, several

differences emerged between the subscales. Germ aversion may be more associated with behaviors, while perceived

infectability with vigilance. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0191886920304104  (2021) These reactions have their fundamentalism

in the fear created by this false pandemic and in the germ theory that was supported by Louis Pasteur's "germ theory of disease".

Let us thank Claude Bernard, physiologist and friend of Pasteur, who de`ned the equilibrium conditions of the interior

environment as a condition for a healthy life.

The work of three physicians who departed from the orthodoxy of the germ theory became instrumental in the emergence of an

alternative to conventional medicine. These 3 doctors are Henry Lindlahr, William Charles Schulze, and Walter B. Cannon. In a

distinctive passage from The Wisdom of the Body, Cannon expounded on a concept that became central to postwar

chiropractor-naturopaths: The fathers of medicine used an expression, "the healing forces of nature," the vis medicatrix naturae .

It indicates, of course, recognition of the fact that the processes of repair after injury, and of restoration to health after illness, are

quite independent of any treatment the physician may give.
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Almond - you ask soooooo many questions. Why - no trust? "If you do not control your own thoughts, what do you really control?"

Remember - "The State doesn't just want you to obey, it wants to make you WANT to obey." ~ H. L. Mencken
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"You may not even need a pathogen" - that is the crust of the biscuit. Even though the Fauci Flu has been used to enforce

unnecessary, unneeded Dictates, it is all those unnecessary, unneeded Dictates put in place creating the conditions for the

WEF/Schwab/Gates to use to initiate the synthetic contagion & Jab/s to spread and infect us also with the Fauci Financial Flu. To

cripple Humanity on a Global Scale. Enough put in place so even without 100% in lock step Lemmings March there are enough

who don't even realize why they Want to go along willingly. So much accomplished with so little collateral damage to those things

the Para$itic Predator$ hold most dear, material things, factory's, the sources for material commodities. So much accomplished

without pesky damaging destructive wars.
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Beautifully said, Almond, and it reverberates with my ideas of life in the 21 century. I minimised stuff’ and food, eating nutrient

dense but a modest fare. I grow what I can and try to not belong to this madness that is happening all around me.
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THE BATTLE BETWEEN FREETHINKERS AND CENSORS RAGES ON. A symposium about a perennial conbict. By Peter A.

McCullough, MD, The Epoch Times just just published a report on the so-called Twitter Files revealing the shocking extent of the

social media platform’s censorship program, with Dr. Peter McCullough a primary target. The release of the “Twitter Files” seems

a `tting occasion for publishing this conversation about the perennial conbict between freethinkers and censors. We hope our

Substack readers will `nd it engaging and informative, and we welcome your critical feedback.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/the-battle-between-freethinkers-and?u..  (12/19/2022)
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Almond - Good points. Dr. Tom Cowan, who Dr. Mercola has interviewed several times and who I interviewed here -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../interview-with-dr-tom-cowan-4a9  - has pointed out in several books and in countless interviews

that there are many reasons to doubt the causative nature of viruses. And he is only one of a growing cadre of doctors who are

coming to that conclusion. It seems, as you suggested, that illness has many causes, one of the main ones being EMF's - another

topic Dr. Mercola has often covered. secularheretic.substack.com/.../emfs-5g-vaccines-the-real-causes
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I like to believe I am an "independent thinker" like you seem to be. I can't say that I never followed the crowed when I was younger

but my aging self slowly started to resist that trend. I think it all started when I was left alone with a child, no resources and really

no one to help or count on but myself. The rug was pulled out from under me, not just `nancially and emotionally, but also the

illusion that one can count on the world, the people, the doctors and the teachers in life to look out for you and your

children....what a concept! Nope...the rug and my illusions being removed has been a blessing in disguise! Totally depending on

myself to reach the independence I needed to move forward and also raise an independent son who would grow into a

questioning adult and have a mind of his own took a bit of time for me but I knew that it is the only way of life I could count on or

want.

I never remember any school I went to ever teaching us kids to "think for ourselves"....a basic fundamental tool and should be the

foundation of all learning. I never counted on teachers to teach my son that important lesson....I had to instill it in him myself.

Thus, I am thankful he is resisting at the age of 53 so many things the world is throwing at him and living his life on his own

terms creating an authentic life and authentic self.
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Those poor Sheep drank the Kool-aid and took the shots. People who should have known better took it; and some now regret

doing so. And some of them have died after getting a booster or have blood clotting problems. The world has been under

hypnosis from the fake news media and believe that our government cares about them. Yeah right!!! NOT. Good for you that you

can grow your own food. Had i known that the world was coming to this; i would have gotten myself a nice piece of land with a

small little house on it. Maybe i can start my own tiny garden in my back patio area next summer. Or `nd a local organic farmer

where i can get my fruits and veggies from.

Arthur Firstenberg has tried warning the world that all of these cell phone towers and now satellites are destroying life on planet

Earth. i've quit using my cellphone last November after his call to stop using them. I've been looked at strangely because of this;

but i do not care if i'm a dinosaur. Same here; i march to the beat of a different drummer and if people don't like it, i do not care. In

the end, we are all going to be standing before the Lord All Mighty and answering to Him.
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How do u control your thoughts Almendra? I'm sure u availed yourself of plenty of consumer goods in times past, including

medical services. So why, so arrogant and condescending towards others now?   You r really harsh with your scathing remarks

towards everyone. Try to understand and help others, no body knows the situations people are placed in.
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uneamie and all... There can be many hard lessons in our lives that we do not appreciate at the time. Sometimes, it is good to

accept and rebect later as we continue to try to move ahead. It is important to release the trauma and hold onto the lessons.
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sunbowerjanis As long as you are alive, it is never too late for a new beginning. Change comes when we realize it is the best

alternative to the status quo. Do not focus so much on where you are now, but where you want to be in one year, 5 years, a

decade. Set up steps to achieve it. The journey may be worth more than achieving the goal.
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veraramo... one need not be trapped in the past. I did grow up in poverty—at times, not knowing where my next meal would come

from. People can build their own lives and make changes. I decided that, just because you start out behind, does not mean you

have to stay there. I was also a very sick child--even technically blind due to many visual problems that went undiagnosed for

years. Teachers did not give me attention because they thought I was a slow learner—and even accused me of cheating on the

`rst IQ test when such things became available. I did what I could do. That is one reason I studied foreign languages, because I

could not see well enough to follow a lot of blackboard work.

I saw many doctors and kept getting sicker. The drugs only made me worse. In college, I was in constant pain, but dragged

myself about, also working 3 jobs to put myself thru school. I did that because I saw education as my only option-- a ticket to a

better life, even though I was the `rst person in my family to attend higher education. There were no opportunities for high

paying jobs for women in my rural community. (I waitressed, babysat and clerked whenever I could.) I was not yet aware that I

had been poisoned by uranium. (The miracle of the human body is not that it breaks down, but that it struggles to survive and

recovers.) I found my own detox program and was successful.

At one point, I even lost the use of my legs and had to be carried when I collapsed. When my health continued to suffer, I saw no

point in continuing medications, so I quit and started looking for better ways. I went back to school—a cheap community college,

to study math and chemistry (prerequisites) before pursuing an herbal diploma and certi`cation in other therapies so I could also

help others who were falling thru the cracks in the medical system—I saw unmet needs. This was very helpful in my dramatic

recovery from cancer when I decided I had to do so many things on my own. -con.-
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-continued- veraramo... When `rst married, we planted a 10 x 10 garden. That year, I canned 500 jars of food from our explosive

garden, gleaning and foraging. People gave me their unwanted canning jars and I collected emptied commercial (mayonaise)

jars, too. We also had all the `sh and seafood we could eat. With the `rst money we had, we bought a freezer, even before we had

furniture or a table. We ate off a plastic tablecloth I spread on the boor. Since then, our only major purchase has been land. We do

most of our own labor, grow our own food, my clothing is hand-me-downs and we barter.

Our trucks are over 20 years old and running well. That is how you do it, one step at a time. You build on everything you do and

you persist you have a plan and direction for your life. When you fail, you get back up and start over. There is no need to be

jealous of what another person has when an individual can accomplish so much on their own. It is not good to expend the effort

to feel sorry for oneself instead of being productive.
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Many requests today. I don't do friending. Thank you for understanding.
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More fear for people already mesmerized by the propaganda of the Covid-19. Former cdc director red`eld warns the great

pandemic’ of bird bu is going to happen.’ update 9: hundreds of thousands of turkeys slaughtered in us and ireland That's what

the media and health o^cials want you to believe. And it's not just coming, it's a guarantee and it will far exceed the scope of

anything Covid-19 had to offer. The interview begins with McKelway quoting a quote from Dr. Scott Atlas, a health adviser to

President Trump. Atlas was a major critic of Fauci and took issue with much of the mainstream narrative being pushed about

dealing with Covid-19.

Quoting Atlas from his book citing how Fauci was deliberately and habitually creating fear on purpose, stating that he felt it was

"immoral," but saying nothing at the time, he introduced himself to Red`eld and asked his opinion on the matter. He explained

that he checked with Atlas regarding Fauci's scaremongering. Yes, I think we have to admit: I have always said that I think the

Covid pandemic was a wake-up call. I don't think it's the big pandemic.

I believe that the great pandemic is still in the future, and it will be a pandemic of avian inbuenza for man. It will have a signi`cant

mortality in the range of 10-50%. It's going to be a problem. The WP has warned of these upcoming fears of a zoonotic threat, as

the media and health o^cials have been slowly preparing the masses for this 'event horizon'.

winepressnews.com/2022/12/16/former-cdc-director-red`eld-warns-the-gr..  mass-culling-scenario/ (12/16/2022)
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I always look forward to when you post a comment. There is always a heart of wisdom and experience in your words. Thank. You.
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Guillermo and all... The objective is total control over all people and resources. Dominion over the earth and all that is (was?) in

it. The food supply is being targeted in various ways to force compliance... the goal is to starve people into submission. We are

all aware of the beef slaughter and higher prices. Chicken and turkey bocks are also being slaughtered. More recently, there has

been news on Nebraska radio about porcine bu and the need to watch for the need to slaughter hogs. This lack of protein has

serious implications for the brain and body development of young children and will take generations to reverse. Meanwhile, the

oligarchs plan to feed us people-chow made of bugs and lab-grown nasties.

Further, food stockpiles are declining after poor harvests. Here is info on this year's harvest reports: Barley, rye, sorghum, rice,

wheat, lowest harvest in 5 years. Corn, 2nd lowest harvest in 5 years. This also affects animal feed (meat, dairy, eggs).Food

situation further aggravated by fertilizer shortages.Accounting => Americans are consuming more food than they are producing.

Herd and bock slaughters will reduce the number of breeding and replacement animals for years to come. This is all being

orchestrated. it could easily be reversed by removing obstacles to productivity and supporting the smaller family farms.

There could be a national program to encourage people to save seed and grow 'victory gardens' once again. Instead, we see the

opposite. This warns us of the need for even greater self-reliance. This tyranny will eventually collapse under its own weight.

Until then, it is important for skilled and resourceful people to survive so they can restore what is being destroyed. My inner

wisdom tells me this has happened many times throughout history (and prehistory) and it is the isolated groups of rural people

who have had the ability to survive and who have preserved remnants of earlier knowledge.
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This truth must be heeded by the hypnotized masses: LET'S LOOK AT HOW COVID AND THE FLU COMPARE TO EACH OTHER

RIGHT NOW, AND COMPARE TO PAST YEARS. By Meryl Nass Hint: It's a mild bu year so far, yet there are more bu than COVID

hospitalizations in the UK. Look at the deaths for each year at week 50. PIC deaths (in red) and COVID deaths (blue) are way

below where they were in 2020 and 2021. Somehow PIC deaths are up while COVID and Flu deaths are not, suggesting there is

an epidemic of pneumonia unrelated to them. Perhaps this is to be blamed on RSV, as 2 RSV vaccines and an RSV monoclonal

antibody are waiting in the wings for an FDA approval. Then look at the bu deaths and the COVID deaths right now. COVID and bu

deaths are pretty low. Looks to me that the so-called crisis ended last April.

merylnass.substack.com/p/lets-look-at-how-covid-and-the-bu?utm_source..  (12/19/2022)
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Guillermo and all... RSV has increased signi`cantly among children (tiny bodies) since masking mandates. Pneumonia has been

correlated with wintertime, darkness, vitamin D de`ciency and poor diet (due to inbation and shortages). We are seeing all of

these conditions.
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eiggod8... I am well and counting my blessings. However, opportunity often comes knocking dressed in work clothes. That is

why so few people recognize it. So, I have been very busy. Harvest and hunting seasons overlapped. Food still trickles in and

needs attention! Cabbages, brussels, mustard greens, romaine, greenhouse tomatoes/peppers, rotating what is in cold storage.

(We need to take a day off to see whether there are still wild mushrooms--got snowed out early this year(?), but I saw some in a

supermarket. Have been eating homegrown mushrooms almost daily and still have some left in the refrig. A good source of

vitamin D.) Nuts are cracked, popcorn shelled and cornmeal ground.

Even though the garden is winding down, I still work in my greenhouse and help my husband occasionally with construction

projects. I got my buck and we did our own butchering, too. Then, followed soon after by Thanksgiving and early Christmas

parties involving travel. (Family celebrates early when everyone can travel on the weekend before.) Got Christmas cards in the

mail and many homemade gifts mailed cross country. Attended a funeral. Been redistributing food, clothing and school supply

donations where needed--there is still so much ayuence that humble people can live very well off of what others continue to

discard. In between, I have occasionally gotten called out of retirement to help counsel esp troubled persons.

Also, had an "intervention"--please send up your prayers for this person. I have most of my holiday food ready and will not need to

do any grocery shopping, so that will help. I am saving seed and organizing a seed swap to help others `ll pantries during these

times of shortages and inbation--I may work on those details tomorrow. I am esp willing to help those making an effort to help

themselves. It seems I never get totally caught up at home--always behind on grungy laundry, packing food for travel the next

day... From harvest thru Christmas is our busiest time of year
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video.icic-net.com/.../42W6eytcy6xgckk1v5vxDy  Attorney Dr. Reiner Fuellmich Interviews Dr. Naomi Wolf and Peter R. Breggin MD

Evolve to Ecology Dec 19
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This episode explains how the mRNA jections also how they damage the small capillaries in the brain, override the blood-brain

barrier and eventually, lead to massive personality changes. . SUDDENLY CHANGED? PERSONALITY-CHANGES AFTER

MRNA-INJECTION. rumble.com/v1z9p2k-suddenly-changed-personality-changes-after-mrna-inj..  .-- World renowned

microbiologist and virologist professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD has won many medical and scienti`c awards and has more than 300

peer reviewed research papers. Dr. Bhakdi was one of the `rst top global doctors to warn about the deadly and debilitating

effects of the CV19 vax.

He was right. Dr. Bhakdi says there is proof that if the injections reach the heart or the brain, they will be damaged beyond repair.

Dr. Bhakdi brings up one autopsy that found this and explains, “In multiple parts of the brain in this deceased man, the doctor

found the same thing. . . . He found the damned spike proteins in the smallest capillaries of the brain. . . There is no repair

because what the doctor found was these small vessels were attacked by the immune system and destroyed. The doctor found

irrefutable evidence of brain cell damage of cells that are dead and dying. This poor fellow died because his brain cells were

dying.

. . . The same patient that died . . . . had this multifocal, meaning at many different locations, necrotizing, meaning dying,

encephalitis. . . . He had typical things being seen now in people post vax. They lose their personality. They lose their minds.

They lose their capacity to think. They become demented. They can’t hear. They can’t speak. They can’t see. They are no longer

the humans that they were. They are destroyed human beings. Their brains are destroyed. The doctor found something so

terrible he had to publish right away www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vax-destroys-hearts-brains-billions-peo..  (11/01/2022)
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The short-term vascular effects of the covid "vaccine" blood clotting advance, damaging the blood supply of organs and tissues.

All this can be enhanced with toxic environmental pollutants, those that enter the diet, as well as manipulations of biology,

vaccines, 5G, pesticides such as glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants. and prions, cardiovascular and neurological

diseases and cancer will be the true pandemic of the future. Dr. Chris Shaw, an expert in neurology and elemental toxicity, warned

that accelerated and widespread neurological damage is now a very real possibility, as spike protein and mRNA particles cross

the brain barrier.

thehighwire.com/videos/neuroscientists-concerns-about-covid-vaccines/  With nearly 2.5 billion worldwide already injected with

spike protein bioweapons, and with nearly 200 million Americans in a global medical experiment that puts humanity's survival at

risk, hospitals may be overwhelmed by multiple diseases including long-term, slow-acting neurological damage with a

prion-induced protein folding disorder that irreversibly destroys brain tissue.

www.brighteon.com/c5c1cbfc-0b83-4231-8c46-9f586b407be5
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Thanks Retsbew for the link, love Reiner and Prof. Dr. med. Sucharit Bhakdi. He explains in medical terms how a vac won't work

against Covid.... I'd like to say it in layman's terms -- we have airways and blood vessels, covid/common cold get in through our

airways, infect our lungs, throat, nose, air systems... putting a drug into our blood system does not effect something in the air

system. Which is why there has never been a vaccine for the common cold.
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Drs. Mark Trozzi, Patrick Phillips and Crystal Luchkiw are engaged in a monumental legal battle against the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO) to vindicate the right of doctors and patients to freely express their views about

government policies concerning Covid-19, and the right of patients to receive medical care based on the principle of informed

consent. The latter includes the right to obtain medical exemptions for Covid-19 injections, and the right to receive alternative

medications for the prevention and treatment of Covid-19. Dr. Charles Hoffe is engaged in a similar battle in British Columbia,

where he is about to face off with the Discipline Tribunal of the BC College of Physicians and Surgeons.

While our courageous doctors and their lawyer, Michael Alexander, have received `nancial support in the past from individuals

and a funding organization, they have been `ghting the Colleges without any `nancial assistance for the past seven months.

Their war chest is now depleted, and the CPSO has suspended the licences of all three Ontario doctors. The Colleges have

unlimited resources, and our doctors do not. They need your support so that they can continue `ghting before courts and

tribunals to vindicate the fundamental human rights of physicians and patients in Ontario, and throughout the country.

drtrozzi.org/.../please-help-us-defend-canadians  (12/19/2022)
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Thank you, Gui, for writing about Doctors Luchkiw, Phillips and Trozzi. We bombarded the College of Physicians & Surgeons,

Ontario, with emails demanding the "Discipline Hearing" be held in public view and we were successful: It was on YouTube. Then

the CPSO removed it at the earliest opportunity. As a former Court Reporter & Clerk of Courts in Ontario, I can attest to the fact

that it was not a proper hearing. References by the CPSO counsel were vague and not properly documented - they hide behind

the "privacy" they offer to patient complainants. The names of the panel members were barely visible on-screen. Proper evidence

was not presented.

Counsel for the doctors, Michael Alexander, LL.B., was allowed to argue the case on the basis of the Canadian Charter of Rights

& Freedoms - what we have that is like your magni`cent constitution in the states. The CPSO in effect "changed horses" at the

last minute by declaring they were making "suggestions" and not rules. Mr. Alexander pointed this out early on in the hearing via

his words to the effect of - well, we don't need this hearing then if your words are just suggestions. But the CPSO is far more

corrupt than that. The College of Physicians & Surgeons goes across Canada and every practicing doctor has to be licensed by

them - and they are all singing from the same corrupted song book - e.g., no informed consent, no exemptions, no use of

off-the-shelf medications like Ivermectin - in other words the CPSO takes the prerogative to sentence to death, if at all possible,

any Canadian consulting one of their doctors in practice or in hospitals.

The decision in the province of Ontario is reserved, which means it should come in a not unreasonable amount of time. If the

decision is favourable to the doctors, this will set precedent across the entire country and we can start to reassemble life and

liberty. If not, this will deeply affect the United States as well and I hope and pray we can stop this.
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Being as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation from most people's perspective, and information available does not operate under the

guidelines of a Foundation, instead funneling $$$'s back into private coffers, shouldn't they be charged as such? If existing guidelines,

regulations or laws are currently not strong enough, certainly we have all the evidence needed to push for the reform to do so. Second,

in addition, is it possible to reign this behavior in using anti-monopoly, undue inbuence laws, being they are operating under a for pro`t

corporation manner?

A tough row to hoe right, when they already are the gov't in so many aspects. Have the seeds for the next Synthetic Planned Demic

already been sown? If the current Jabs have the time delayed effect of destroying those Jabbed brains by destroying capillaries, we full

well may be soaked in extending the original Synthetic Planned Demic already in place with its Digital Robo Cop Framework by claiming

the up to now hidden damage so when and if a new synthetic virus is released and/or experiment on us Jab/s may be release complete

the destruction set down in the `rst round?
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Yes, JUST, Bill Gates has been in the head for a long time. Bill Gates' history with vaccines against pandemics has a clear

objective: to serve as a bridge for BigPharma to destroy people's immune systems and lead them down the path of chronic and

degenerative diseases, which are precisely causing deaths in the people infected by Covid-19. For a global bu pandemic is

something Gates and his well-endowed foundation have spent years preparing for. In 2017, during the World Economic Forum in

Davos, Gates started something called CEPI, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, together with the

governments of Norway, India, Japan, and Germany.

Its stated purpose is to "accelerate vaccine development for future pandemics, using advances in genomics to map the DNA and

RNA of pathogens and manufacture vaccines. Gates initially thought of developing his Machiavellian experiments in poor

countries. Gates has always put his "attention" on developing countries as he has stamped the devilish stamp on him with the

"green revolution" enslaving traditional farmers, ruining them with their seeds and poisoning the population with glyphosate.

Bill Gates raised the alarm by declaring the coronavirus: "A once in a century pandemic." Gates has discovered a new model of

charity in which the most direct bene`ciaries are sometimes not the world's poor, but the world's richest. Bill Gates with

donations to GAVI, the Vaccine Alliance, has a senior seat on The Board, both control the `eld of vaccine poisons, and we must

include the including WHO, NHI, FDA, CDC, BARDA, etc. , who have the same mentality: take away rights and freedoms, turn

citizens into servants of their desires and direct them to the death camp with vaccines.
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Gui, "Bill Gates raised the alarm by declaring the coronavirus: "A once in a century pandemic." Actually, just how accurate is that

statement really? As far as actual real pandemics what do we historically have to draw on? Maybe Syphilis in ancient Rome? The

Black Plague, the destruction of the Natives in the New World, the Spanish Flu - and it seems to have had the devastating results

it had due to huge overdoses of aspirin, new at the time. Do we actually have pandemics on 100-year cycles? That is to say a real

pandemic, not one concocted by clever word play de`nitions.
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Covid has been the 5th faked plandemic called by the WHO, starting in 1976 - How many repeat performances does it take for

the public to awaken to their plans? These attempts are outlined in the last chapter of RFK Jr's book: "The REAL DR Fauci". - - - - -

- - - - And who is funding the WHO? Here's one of their contributors lists - open.who.int/.../vcs  - - - - AND these governments are

funding an organization which has morphed over time, into a mouthpiece for Big Pharma. This is "their" roadmap to economic

destruction of all participating nations, and their populations; to force a one-world government, and the bio-security state in all

nations.

ALL effective smoke and mirrors unless the people wake up and stop playing their monopoly of the world game. And if you

missed watching this latest interview David Icke had with Brian Rose, here's another link: BANNED - David Icke (Rose/Icke 8, Dec

2022) - - www.bitchute.com/.../YdqkS2MFUf6T  - its rather explicit. as David sees the world turning into a NAZ! state. Just look

at what county is the largest WHO funder, no mistaken identities here.
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Yes, Just and everything starts from the biological laboratories where Fauci, Gates and government institutions support

experiments such as the "gain of function". Francis Boyle warned the world about bioweapons research starting in the 1980s.

After speaking about US bioweapons research efforts being restarted after the organized events of 9/11, led by the deep state,

of course, Francis Boyle was banned from all media by CIA orders. Now, Boyle is one of the few brave voices speaking the truth

about the origins of the coronavirus bioweapons. In this interview Boyle talks about: - The origins of the biological weapons of

the coronavirus. - How the US deep state deployed anthrax on US soil to generate publicity about bioweapons and increase

funding for bioweapons labs.

- Why the WHO and CDC are criminal organizations that are complicit in the covert development of biological weapons. The

"science of death" industry and why the US government has spent over $100 billion developing self-replicating weapons that are

deliberately designed to exterminate human life. - Details about the Pirbright Institute and its links to biological weapons patents,

depopulation, vaccines and coronaviruses. - Why all BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories in the world should be banned and closed.

www.brighteon.com/0a618138-5881-4805-83a1-24cc35fad34c
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Yes Gui, bioweapons Boyle brought public attention to, and it was supposed to be shut down, but underhanded sketchy shell

games just moved the labs, apparently except the one in Boston. Must be they didn't get the memo. Realrose, when reading

RGK's book the Real Anthony Fauci I was so angry with myself to realize I lived through all that and only realized each Synthetic

Computer Game Planned-Demic were big nothing burgers, I had not picked up on key players like Fauci who had for all those

decades successfully slipped, sulked, slithered just out of public view.

To see over decades the public o^cials who ignored the free lunch stolen from the publics table without little to no peep is

disgusting. Fauci since he `rst took o^ce has run this playbook time and again and then became a larger threat once he teamed

up with the master of manipulation, monopolies, master of rent, lease collection, I own you and everything one way or another,

Bill Gates. Both should have been shut down decades ago.
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ABOUT 50 PERCENT OF AMERICANS SAY THEY DON’T NEED NEW COVID-19 BOOSTER: KAISER POLL Among people who are

fully vaccinated, KFF found that 44 percent felt that they don’t need the updated booster. Of those, 37 percent don’t think the

booster’s reputed bene`t is worth it, while 36 percent said that they were “too busy” to get one. Twenty-three percent cited bad

side effects with previous COVID-19 injections for their hesitancy.

www.theepochtimes.com/about-50-percent-of-americans-say-they-dont-need..  (12/17/2022)
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juststeve, even the Black Plague was so deadly because it occured during a famine and the general population was too weak

from starvation to `ght off the virus. Robust health is the best defense against illness.
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A GLOBAL PROCLAMATION FROM DOCTORS AROUND THE WORLD. by Robert W Malone MD, We, the citizens of the world, loyal

to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, have come together here in Austria to proclaim the following: ----1)That each human

life is sacred, invaluable and should both respected and honored----- 2)Our children are our most valuable treasure, and their

childhood and future should be protected by providing safe haven, education, arts and other resources to guarantee they will

bourish in any endeavor they may choose -----3)Our children are also our future, and must be cherished and protected.

They should not be used as battle`eld objects for cultural warfare.---- 4)We need to protect the most vulnerable in our society by

supporting wellness and respecting human dignity.---- 5)Public debate is profoundly important. It is unacceptable for public

health professionals, o^cials or governments to censor, silence or intimidate the public, doctors, medical professionals or

journalists.------ 6)Trust cannot be enforced. Public health recommendations should present facts as the basis for guidance, and

never employ fear or shame to manipulate or force people.

------7)Trust in public health must earned not assumed. Integrity and transparency are essential.----- 8)Freedom of assembly and

speech are fundamental human rights. Disrespecting these rights is an affront to human dignity.-----9)Use of psychological

operations and mandate strategies and tactics to coerce and compel acceptance of medical products and procedures is a

fundamental breach of well-established medical ethics. ----10)Our bodies, our families, our choice. No medical mandates.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/a-global-proclamation?utm_source=post-email-..  (12/19/2022)
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On day one, it was obvious scumbag Fauci restricted and denounced obvious therapeutics....A the weeks rolled on the psyche attack

became oppressive....The same basic MO they have followed with the other mandatory vaxxxinations..Yes, bad for immune strength,

pharma pro`teering from the "health" narrative they have engineered for at least 70yrs and criminal for not informing the public of

effective therapeutics for mostly non-lethal disorders; public knowledge FORBIDDEN!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, all the early and reventive treatments were discredited by the government institutions and Fauci as the most

responsible. Just as Adolf Hitler criminalized anyone who criticized his authoritarian regime, America's vaccine deep state, led by

the criminal CDC, has achieved coordinated censorship of all vaccine criticism across all technology platforms today: Google,

Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo, Twitter. and others. Any channel containing content or video that dares to point to

government-admitted statistics of children dying from vaccines (quarterly statistics are readily available via VAERS.HHS.gov) are

systematically removed from the platform.

and censored. Thanks to the highly corrupt Congress in bed with Big Pharma, any American injured or killed by a deadly vaccine

can sue manufacturers for defective products, crooked clinical trials, or intent to cause harm. Once criminals know they can get

away with murder and mass murder in the form of genocide. Tech giants, MSM 'hookers,' and regulatory agency talking heads

like Fauci and Walensky are all guilty of spreading the vaccine Holocaust of 2020 and beyond. Now begins the important work of

holding covid criminals accountable for their crimes against humanity, something Senator Paul has long promised to do.

“I promise you: the covid cover-up will end,” Senator Paul promised the country. Senator Paul also promised to subpoena "every

last Fauci document" as well as `nd out everything else there is to know about laboratory research in communist China. “Not

only will I hold Dr. Fauci accountable, we will `nally investigate why his tax dollars were sent to fund dangerous research in

Wuhan,” Senator Paul said. headlineusa.com/in-blow-to-covid-cover-up-gops-paul-massie-sweep-ky/  (09/11/2022)
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Gui...A.K.A. Facism!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....and deaths, diseases and economic crisis for not following the true science, DR. DAN STOCK: "CDC DOES NOT BOTHER TO

READ SCIENCE, AND EVERYTHING STATED BY CDC ABOUT COVID IS CONTRARY TO SCIENCE"; WE CANNOT MAKE RSV GO

AWAY WITH ANY VACCINE! Dr. Stock is the real expert and when you listen to this 6 minutes, you understand the issues clearly

and he is sidelined and overlooked; I have tried to showcase him as I think he is BRILLIANT!

palexander.substack.com/p/dr-dan-stock-cdc-does-not-bother?utm_source=..  (12/19/2022)
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catladyjan
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The BIG QUESTION IS THIS: WHEN IS BILL GATES GOING TO BE ARRESTED!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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When Cat, how about the 10th of Never..The list of rogues is long, very long and if it will happen most likely won't happen in our

lifetime..Not enough balls to git er dun..Be blessed..
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Why would they arrest their spokesperson? The justice system has long been the JUST US system.
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That is also my question! Years after years we see who is this man. and everybody knows...but he is continuing destroying our

world, our people. our Planet! . he is continuing doing all what he wants ...this is the problem.  Terrible!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Maybe if he were to shoplift or steal a candy bar?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Per Guillermou, brain damage occurs as the result of the spike proteins created by the mRNA jabs. I can’t wait to study/read this

further! I’m 99.9% positive this is true. I know too many people who got these jabs that have had their personalities altered. It really

affects the elderly. This was part of the plan, in my opinion. Any side effects caused by the jabs mimic those of getting older. So any

complications caused by the jabs are simply brushed off and labeled as “signs of getting old”. It’s another excuse to prescribe you

MORE MEDS!

First time diagnosis of a neurological disorders went up more than 1,000 percent in 2021. Dr. Mercola did a special report on this

several months ago. Now the NIH is doing a fake study on this to spin it to look like Covid-19 infection is to blame for the uptick in

neurological disorders: www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-launches-database-track-neur..  Don’t fall for their lies! The 1000+

percent uptick in FIRST TIME neurological disorder diagnosis occurred AFTER the rollout of the mRNA jabs!
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If what this article says is true, and I think it is, there are evil people that will commit genocide to take over the world. Bill Gates, Anthony

Fauci and those in our major health authorities are guilty of crimes against humanity and should be brought to justice. The globalist

agenda should be stopped dead in it's tracks.
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jamNjim
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They already committed genocide. Remdesivir was the only drug given emergency use authorization at the beginning of the

pandemic. It has NEVER been given FDA approval for anything! It was an experimental drug used around 2018 in a trail study for

treating people with EBOLA in Africa. It was part of a 4 drug trial study. It was the only drug out of the 4 that was pulled before

the study was completed because it KILLED TOO MANY PEOPLE! People weren't dying from Ebola. They were dying from

renal/kidney failure caused by Remdesivir. Fauci pushed this drug to the front of the line for Covid-19 treatments knowing it

would kill most of the people that were put on a ventilator and given it to. That is GENOCIDE! That was phase 2. The lab released

Sars-Cov-2 was phase 1. The jabs were phase 3. Now we are moving towards phase 4.
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SeeStraight
Joined On 12/14/2018 1:49:52 PM
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"Enterovirus D685 is typically associated with cold and bu-like illness in infants, children and teens. In rare cases, it's also been known

to cause viral meningitis and acute baccid myelitis, a neurological condition resulting in muscle weakness and loss of rebexes in one or

more extremities." So, what current form of pollution to our biosphere would account for these illnesses? IOW, which of the thousands
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more extremities." So, what current form of pollution to our biosphere would account for these illnesses? IOW, which of the thousands

of pesticides, herbicides, food colorings, heavy metals, cleaning solvents, chemtrail chemicals, industrial chemicals, medical drugs, air

pollutants, sewage, current vaccines, EMFs, etc will cause neurological conditions like this, which are similar if not identical to polio?

You don't need a new virus. There are plenty of nervous system killers all around you right now.
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Exactly my assessment of the situation. The virus theory is just a mechanism for explaining away the many ill effects from

environmental toxins in my opinion. Plus it’s one of many tools for keeping people in a trauma state.
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The attack is from all directions, eliminating free speech, indoctrinating young children.. in this instance via the American Girl Doll.

“American Girl's grotesque gender transition fairytale leaves out the ugly truth of what can go catastrophically wrong, writes KELSEY

BOLAR. It's a woke betrayal of parents and girls... I will never buy my child their doll”

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11523947/KELSEY-BOLAR-American-Girls-..
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Terrible nightmare of indoctrination for children. A book that encourages boys to take puberty blockers, known to cause infertility

and increase the risk of cancer) if they don't feel good in their own skin. And it gives them resources to do it behind their parents'

backs "These kids hear enough in this world, there's no reason to put it in a children's book." Children's toymaker Mattel has also

unveiled a new "gender-neutral" Barbie that aims to further indoctrinate today's youth into the LGBTQ cult. In the linked photos,

Mattel has paired this new line of Barbies with children whose biological sexes are unclear, signaling to potential customers that

it's now entirely normal for children to exist as neither male nor female.

The "Creatable World" toy line, as Mattel calls it, will reportedly feature dolls with different skin colors, hairstyles and clothing,

intentionally designed so that their genders are unclear, aiming to "celebrate the positive impact of inclusion". .

vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/mattel-releases-a-gender-neutral-barbie..
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Bill Gates is the most evil demon. Dear Jesus save us from this man!!
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One man is not capable of causing this much damage, Gates is just the front man. And one man can not stop the damage being

done, it is going to take as many of us as possible.
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We need to stop as much damage as we can in our own nation (U.S.) ASAP. The easiest way to slow down the Great Reset in our

country is to defund both the UN and WHO. That will still leave Gates as the primary funder, but at least we will not be subjected

to the WHO amendments that will probably start to resurface once again to be voted upon. Interesting that it is Biden and his

group who've written the "amendments" for the WHO! Write, call, do what you can to get congress to act on the defunding. As to

gardening, be aware that the FDA would like you to register your home garden. The opportunity is presented rather like an elitist

thing to do, to make it fashionable.

However, if the FDA has information on where and how much food is grown in the country, it would not take long to ensure those

resources are disrupted or demolished. Bil Gates has had his "love for farm acquisition" out in the open for at least a couple of

years. Perhaps he's buying under an assumed name? Or is it because the farmers don't mind taking a huge amount of money for

their property? It would seem that something could be done, even if a collective group bought the land at Gates' pricing, so food

production can continue. We know Billy won't try to help feed the hungry. We need to stop him, somehow. Posting a list of the

names of all his NGOs could help awareness.
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“Our future is digital. If you’re not part of it, you’re out of it”. So says the WEF on their website weforum.org, where you can `nd full

details of their “partners”, their plans for controlling humanity and destroying civilisation as we know it. The next WEF AGM

“Co-operation in a Fragmented World” will be 16-20 January, 2023, where no doubt the participants will ditch their private jets and arrive

in Davos on bicycles, electric trams or on foot, which will soon be the only means of transport allowed in UK cities as deliberate gridlock

and global swarming ensures local tax paying residents including the elderly, mothers with children and workers forced to fund all the

b.s are prevented from travelling.

The “experts” (aka corrupted acolytes who need to be told what to think) will reconvene in Davos to address “the most pressing

challenges of our time, the future of the global world order, the growing urgency of the climate crisis, its impact on food and poverty,

recession and the future of work” and of course “how to prepare for the next pandemic”. No mention of the fact that “the most pressing

challenges of our time” were preplanned and created, proven solutions censored, to usher in the Great Reset and one world

government.

No mention that the `rst “pandemic” never happened and was a game of smoke and mirrors to convince the gullible, a pandemic so

serious that the de`nition of the word had to be changed. No discussion of whether “climate change” is a natural cycle of the solar

system, unaffected by CO2 emissions and farting cows. There are more CO2 emissions coming from Bill Gates mouth than from a

whole herd of cows but possibly a C-19 mask and padded cell will `x that problem once and for all.
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The same old, same old trick of creating a problem in order to offer “the `nal solution”. If that phrase rings a bell, it should. Never

mind, more linguistic gems and lofty ideals to savour on the WEF website re “mobilising investors to nurture the seeds of

innovation, unity and resilience, address the societal costs of war, ordinary people doing extraordinary things to keep people safe

and the economy aboat”. If you don’t know what all that garbage means, don’t worry, you are not meant to. Words mean precisely

what the WEF will choose them to mean at some point in the near future when it is too late to disagree.

Meanwhile, no mention of wars arti`cially created to further the dollar and US hegemony, to undermine western economies and

create food and fuel poverty, recession and inbation through strikes. It’s all part of the plan. Meanwhile, you can check the WEF

website for “partner” companies you unwittingly support and vote with your wallet by withdrawing your business. Examples

include the Nestle company which now owns Solgar and many others ; Infosys, the company of our esteemed UK pint sized

billionaire Prime Monster Sunak; Iceland, a well known UK supermarket chain.

If unsure, become aware of their marketing language: if there is talk of “sustainability, carbon neutral, supporting the planet

through climate change” , etc, you’ll know that it came from the WEF lexicon and it’s time to delist them. A now well known UK

herbal tea company which has gone from rags to riches in the last ten years spouts the familiar verbiage on its website so is now

off my Christmas present buying list.
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The only climate change that exists is weather manipulation through them!!!
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The world was just `ne when we had immense herds of farting bison. And the climate is ALWAYS changing. The planet is

constantly either coming out of an ice age or going into the next ice age.
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Cabochon, I am so glad I am not a part of it and I am out of it. Way out.
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Jack I would love to get me teeth on some of those farting Tatankas.. haven't had em for a long time, so I may have to settle for

some good ole crickets or whatever is on the menu today lol.. Edit: I actually was able to get some ground up bison at yes

Costco...hope to have some good cheese burgers with a side of whatever the house special is lol..
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Hi Cabochon, Had a delay this morning, was stunned to follow a posting from Peter Halligan (again) - to an amazing historical

post from HedleyRees in the UK (assume) here: "Uncovering the REAL virus infecting the world—the story begins in Africa...

...and ends in the greatest crime in the history of the world" - hedleyrees.substack.com/.../uncovering-the-real-virus-infecting  -

hope this link works, otherwise go to Inside Pharma HedleyRees substack - `rst post. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Amazing story how

nearly the same actors leading up the Ebola virus research and subsequent release in Africa used the same program for

covid-19, eh?

SAY WHAT? Same players, apparently already organized, massive ties w big Pharma well-established in 2014; Gates Foundation

playing its now-routine, critical role, only needed to jump into the same actions taken 6 years prior? Could better explain why

several people noted major purchases of rt-PCR kits in 2018 and 2019 by numerous countries round the world.
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brianallen, of course, you are right and attempts at weather modi`cation are nothing new. It started as a military exercise and

thankfully we have researchers such as Dane Wiggington who have provided the updates on the scam to support the “climate

change” theory for further encroachment on freedom of movement. You may have watched the `lm “The Dimming”. Meanwhile

we can observe chemtrails and cloud seeding to alter the ionosphere and blot out the sun. It is signi`cant that the “global

warming” excuse was changed to “climate change” as it became di^cult to justify in the light of snowdrifts and bitterly cold

weather.

As you say, Jackaroni, we may in fact be about to enter a cool period again, but destroying the farming industry will not affect

solar activity in any way. Just comparing the relative size of tiny planet earth with the sun 93 million miles away tells you that

don’t need a degree in astrophysics to `gure it out. Crickets on the menu, Segstar? I suppose we have eaten worse things - in my

youth, it was customary to eat sheep’s brains, ox tongue, tripe, liver and kidney as they were cheap and nutritious. Traditional

dishes such as haggis were made from the heart, liver and lungs, animal fat and cooked in a bag - generally made from the

sheep’s stomach.

Cod roe was another good source for hungry mouths and much better than the chemical junk that passes for food now.

www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-watch-global-alert-news-dec..  Coming Soon: Climate Lockdowns And The "15

Minute City" www.technocracy.news/coming-soon-climate-lockdowns-and-the-15-minute-c..  A summary of failed predictions

thewhiterose.uk/for-decades-we-have-been-lied-to-about-climate-and-ove..
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I looked up your reference, rrealrose, thanks. It does not surprise at all, as clearly the whole plandemic was just another attempt

to spread a relatively (to most people)harmless organism as an excuse for lethal injection to kill or injure as many as possible,

then enslave the remainder through the “vaccine passport” trick. Not surprised it originated almost ten years ago. Even though

the PCR test was totally inappropriate for diagnosis, which the conspirators must have been fully aware of, I suspect it served

another purpose e.g, DNA collection. Clearly the crime was decades in the planning and probably the next one was too. To be

honest, we know the injection is a war weapon so no point in continuing to prove it. Best reserve our energies for `ghting back.
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Don't remember if I posted this under your comments earlier in the month, Atty Todd Calender was a vaccine insider - through his

family business - and now represents US military members against illegal shot mandates (which may be handled by Congress).

His remarks from early December are he is more concerned about 5G rollout than any virus. As we learn their repeat and

continuous diversionary tricks and importance of early treatment, the 5G element will add an unknown: unseen and undetected

by most, however deadly a weapon it is/will be...apparently 20 million Chinese in Wuhan `gured out that link in the fall of 2019,

and abandoned their 5G phones. Me? Finally ordered a small amt of Methylene Blue and planning my obsolete phone update for

1 version b4 5G...
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I do remember Callender being interviewed by Dr Lee Meritt some months ago. That discussion was about the creation of

sociopaths. She does also mention the Ebola virus. Interestingly, some have observed personality changes in their spouses after

mRNA injection. Sounds a bit like creating GMO humans.  Have not considered the 5G aspect for some time but early in 2020 it

was seen as signi`cant in that the untimely deaths of care home residents in Northern Italy were beimg linked to the recent

introduction of 5G. Yet another element in the psyops agenda but one that cannot be ignored as it will no doubt involve blanket

coverage of all of us without consent. No doubt eventually we will all have to abandon our cell phones and other tracking devices

as a protest and mark of non compliance, which is what Todd Callender recommended anyway.

rumble.com/v1n40ym-dr.-lee-merritt-and-attorney-todd-callender.html
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It’s well past time, that the Governor of Maryland is put on notice that he will be held personally responsible for Johns Hopkins actions

of perpetrating evil throughout the world. This criminal organization is in his backyard and there is no way he cannot know about their

plans for humanity. He can do something about this before it happens. Actually, he is obligated to thwart their efforts in the regard.
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These ghastly cabalists are beyond evil; they are NOT 'elites'. Just a bunch of self-important specimens who, unfortunately, have

su^cient money and power to try to play 'God' and ruin our lives. What is it going to take for the average person to wake up to what is

going on - and object? At least, though some people are starting to speak out :

rumble.com/v21016o-stop-the-vaccine-roll-out-with-mp-andrew-bridgen.ht..  - although MSM continue to ignore anything that goes

against their false narrative.  However, time may not be on our side..
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World Economic Forum??? Why not charge the Freemasons with crimes against humanity as their goals for global dominance are one

and the same???
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Gates is just a Tool for the cabal. We need more focus on who is behind Gates and pulling the strings. Wellcome Trust was mentioned

and is a good place to start digging deeper. Keep going and you'll `nd the British Pilgrims Society. King Charles is at the top there, but

who is above him? Nathaniel Charles Jacob Rothschild and his demonic satan worshiping, child tra^cking, pedophile clan, who want to

be the sole owners of Earth.
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We continue to blame Gates, Fauci, etc. I blame the people. I'm embarrassed to see sheep line up one by one while virtue signaling their

vax status. I still see the masks worn by the self-righteous. Even in their cars.
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Great post!
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Just a thought. Could the COVID vax not be the Mark of the Beast mentioned in Revelations in the Bible. There are metal nano particles

in the shot from what I have read. In the near future they will be able to track you through these particles and you will not be able to buy

or sell without them. Might sound far fetched, but a few years ago you would of said that all the crazy things that are happening in the

world today are far fetched, except they are really happening right now.
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I think the "mark of the beast" will be implants that will provide identi`cation. I heard Bill Gates was working on such an

implantable device that computer sensors in airports and other public places can read hundreds of these per second in crowd

movements. Then the computer will look up things in its database like vaccination status or other things to `nd people who don't

measure up and bag them so o^cers can detain them and remove them from the crowds. The imbedded chip will only be used

as digital ID, not to store information about a person. The information will be stored in world accessible computers that may be

vulnerable to hacking by governments who want to remove politically undesirables from society.

Hacked databases can be modi`ed to give you a medical, criminal, or political record in your `les that make you high risk and

could make it impossible for you to buy necessary things like food. Or you may have to spend higher prices in the form of higher

sales taxes for things like food if your vaccination status does not meet WHO standards. Of course, the implant will also be

inserted in all pets and farm animals to track their history including vaccination status and antibiotic use.
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Research Billy Boy's Quantum Dot Tattoo
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O no, not these guys again! Wow, they are really serious about taking over the globe. And all these poor liberals in

survival-virtue-signaling mode are going out and getting boosted while our government (and I don't like saying this at all) is propping up

the vaccine industry, which should start diversifying from tactical to practical for their own sake -instead of always relying on their

crony-capitalism- if you ask me.
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Gates, Bezos back $75M round for Synchron’s drill-free brain-computer interface implant

lifeboat.com/blog/2022/12/gates-bezos-back-75m-round-for-synchrons-dri..  * Bill Gates pledges $7 billion to control population and

promote abortion in Africa www.naturalnews.com/2022-12-09-gates-donates-7-billion-to-promote-abor..  * * * A small “smoking gun”

study shows how Covid vaccination can cause fatal myocarditis. Medical pathologists from Heidelberg University Hospital in Germany

have published direct evidence showing how people died after mRNA vaccination. The six scientists found that these mRNA-vaccinated

victims died from heart damage because their hearts were attacked by their own immune cells, causing myocardiocyte destruction and

tachycardia.

See the study pictures of their heart tissue. It is `lled with immune cells that are not supposed to be there. This autoimmune attack on

their own heart cells then leads to damaged hearts and irregular heartbeats. Because the immune cells disrupted the heart rhythm,

which led to a negative feedback loop, making the heart race faster and faster as it tries to right itself, causing Tachycardia. Then the

heart is effectively pumping no blood, the brains get no blood either, and then the victims died within minutes.

joannenova.com.au/2022/12/a-small-smoking-gun-study-shows-covid-vaccin..
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Hi Pete, this is another excellent interview Jan at Epoch Times had recently with Drs Aseem Malholtra and Peter McCullough on

matters of the heart: "Dr. Peter McCullough and Dr. Aseem Malhotra - How the COVID-19 Vaccines Impact the Heart" -

www.bitchute.com/.../xFMpbqtSKyui  - note the discourse from McCullough on what groups were excluded from the

shot-makers clinical trials vs later pushed out on the entire populace (without similar exclusions), and how a variety of heart

conditions kept climbing...from clot shots to kill shots.
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Thanks Rose, it is shocking to hear Dr. Aseem Malhotra say that the heart arrhythmia is not picked up (overlooked) by the

doctors, because that is exactly the same cause of death those Germans found, being Ventricular Tachycardia (VT), which is a

heart rhythm problem (arrhythmia) caused by irregular electrical signals in the lower chambers of the heart. You can die very

quickly from a VT attack, unless there is a de`brillator nearby—to deliver an electrical shock to the heart to help it get back into

rhythm—and with someone present who knows how to use de`brillator immediately within a minute. The Germans showed it is

caused by a autoimmune reaction after getting a Covid vaccine. The more boosters one gets, the higher the risk to get this

reaction.
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Yes Pete, Medical pathologists from Heidelberg University Hospital in Heidelberg, Germany have published direct evidence

showing how people found dead after mRNA vaccination died. As this team of six scientists explore in their study, these

mRNA-vaccinated patients suffered from heart damage because their hearts were attacked by their own immune cells. This

autoimmune attack on their own heart cells then leads to their damaged hearts beating so many times per second that, once the

tachycardia unexpectedly started, they died in minutes.

The article, “Autopsy-based histopathological characterization of myocarditis after anti-SARS-CoV-2-vaccination,” was published

on Nov. 27, 2022, in the journal Clinical Research in Cardiology, the o^cial journal of the German Cardiac Society. The research

team autopsied 25 victims of different ages who were found dead at home within 28 days of vaccination. They looked at their

heart tissue under the microscope to `nd out why these people died of cardiac rhythmic disruption when they had no apparent

underlying heart disease.

In the authors’ own words: “Our `ndings establish the histological phenotype of lethal vaccination-associated myocarditis.” In a

video analyzing the results, nurse educator Dr. John Campbell, who is based in the United Kingdom, told his audience: “This is

peer-reviewed. This is proper science, and a de`nitive pathological diagnosis by a group of leading German pathologists.”

Campbell’s video has been viewed 918,000 times. He has 2.58 million subscribers on his channel.

www.globalresearch.ca/people-died-from-mrna-vaccine-damaged-hearts-new..  (12/16/2022)
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Thanks Gui. Now we know how the vaccine damage the heart, we should wonder does it damage the brain in the same way? I

advice everybody who got vaccine boosters to do a Heart Rhythm Analysis, to check for irregular ECG. Nowadays you have smart

watches that can do this, or go to your doctor for a check up, to do an ECG.
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Interesting news from the UK: The Free Speech Union has set up a new Writers’ Advisory Council and has created an offer for

beleaguered authors concerned that their speech rights aren’t being adequately defended.

dailysceptic.org/2022/12/18/free-speech-union-sets-up-new-writers-advi..  - www.freespeechunion.org
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Russians are laughing soooo loud at us Americans for bringing home an IT person who is a druggie versus an American hero who

fought for our country.   Putin is against abortion; and i've heard that he's bringing back good values to his country; he's not for gay

rights/marriage and is bringing back religion to Russia.  Yes!  Putin is doing all of this is what i've been told by a politically active person

who's in the know.  Good on Putin.  America seems more of a communist/socialist country than Russia is in my view.  We are going in

the wrong direction.  Why are those J6 prisoners still wrongly in jail????!!!!! I am throughly appalled by this. Americans need to WAKE UP.
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Is is not very telling that Trump withdrew the US from the WHO and now he wants to run for POTUS. It’s a good way to hoodwink a very

trusting public to vote for him again but then again, he did push “warp speed” for the death jabsHe obviously is not what this country

needs for POTUS! I’m just saying, we ought to DEMAND accountability from these ppl who take our tax dollars and wield that force

against us! We should be DEMANDING Biden get the US out of the WHO! Check out, Stand for Health Freedom, Leah Wilson is doing

tremendous work educating on the WHO.

When did he insert the US back into the WHOhis `rst 100 days in o^ce! While we were being distracted with the Jan 6 false bag, Biden

injected the US back into the WHO without a peep of protest! There are too many of the same patterns of manipulation being used for

decades that throw us off their demonic trails, to be so gullible as to continue down the same paths again and again. That sounds like

the meaning of insanity when we repeat the same thing over and over, yet expect a different outcome..c’mon , WE THE PEOPLETHE

99.999%!
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I remember when pres Trump pushed Warp Speed for the Covid jab.  Now i saw where he's back-tracking on this.  BUT, if my

memory serves me right, Trump did not mandate the Covid jabs.
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So now they're targeting our children? Well, they understand how parents will do anything to keep their children safe, but honestly, Gates

is a father. Why would he promote these unspeakable crimes against other people's children? I keep wondering why certain billionaires

keep coming up with more and more power schemes. Don't they have enough money and power? The brilliant Dr. Zelenko had an

answer to that. He said that they aren't satis`ed with being human; they want to become gods. And furthermore, all their AI interest is

really an attempt to `gure out how to become immortal--to somehow transfer their consciousness into an android when their physical

body wears out, or somehow make their physical bodies immortal. This is now only the stuff of science `ction, but if they are already

willing to tamper with the building blocks of life to make super-viruses, why stop there?
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It's all part of their evil de-population plan.  Don't you see this?
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If you look at the passed thirty years of the “childhood vaccine schedule,” you’ll see how the schedule went from three vaccines

to over seventy! This has been a targeted plan, in the making, over decades! God help us all
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Gates is all about making sure his genes survive. His kids are all pretty much at the age of marriage and procreation. He's

hurrying now to get rid of the 7.5 billion "worthless eaters" so his heirs may inherit the earth. They'll be nobility lording it over the

serfs.
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Billy Boy is given much too much credit. He doesn't release anything. He is only a `gurehead, a spokesperson. There are 5 levels of

power for those attempting to control the world. Little Billy is only a Level 4 with Level 1 having the most authority and power.
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Reminds me of what Fernando Sancho said.. Senor you see that hill that's where all the bad people live..The higher you go, the

badder they are..And senor, I live at the very top lol.. Can't `nd that movie again..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for having the courage to expose the ghastly plans of the unhinged Medical Ma`a and particularly the part

played by demented World Vaccine Fuhrer Gates. In this ten minute expose, with actual footage - he is threatening another pandemic

while SMIRKING with his then wife. This can be seen at nine and a half minutes into the footage. Just for threatening this outrage - he

should have been arrested, As for the rest of his crimes, he should be in prison. For life. twitter.com/.../1558626385589059585
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Guillermou
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Thanks NW, that is the purpose of GATES, to create plandemics and "vaccines" to kill. Also other means to reduce the population.

At a recent event in Nairobi, Kenya, billionaire eugenicist and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates announced that he will send

another $7 billion to Africa to help fund more abortions of black babies. There are ties to money, of course. Many African

countries that are currently pro-life will need to dismantle these laws and allow legalized killing of babies in order to receive the

money. “Abortion is illegal or heavily restricted in most of the continent,” explains one report. "But money has a way of

maneuvering around the law, and ultimately much of the reason for pumping huge sums of money into developing countries is to

dismantle established laws that protect unborn life." newspunch.com/african-holocaust-bill-gates-spending-7-billion-to-murde..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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Thanks Gui for all the information you provide. It seems extraordinary that Mr Gates can threaten another pandemic and remain

free to inbuence world "health", while a man waving a toy gun can be arrested! Our late friend Stanley Becker was warning about

this hideous individual many years ago. May he rest in peace.
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The minute I read about this new simulation of enterovirus on another news source, I thought you know what this reminds me of.....the

mysterious "acute baccid myelitis" cases that cropped up suddenly a couple years ago and was affecting predominantly children and

was on the news as a "polio like" illness and CDC was calling to be on the lookout for it. It was super rare. I re looked it up and they think

it is associated with D68 enterovirus. Huh! A little too coincidental when you consider ALL viral and bacterial and fungal potential

options that it could have been.

Are these precirculated? Tested out? Remember when we found out from blood bank research etc, that people had already been

exposed and had antibodies to covid many months BEFORE the "novel" cases came out in China (not to mention the military games

event prior to then where people were being hospitalized left and right). Also, the sudden pathological testing of water supplies for polio

etc. Like from the enterovirus category? At some point we have to observe our surroundings smartly and draw some strong and logical

assumptions or else we are defying statistics, mathematics, and science ignoring all the signs.

And I wonder too why, if these lay people want to get involved with health planning, why aren't they legally liable or accountable for their

recommendations, they are so powerful, yet unelected and everyone just says oh you must have a good point bc you have billions of

dollars, let's do what you suggest. All I can say is God is greater than any of all this and in His perfect timing, His power will be

absolutely made manifest and these petty corruptions will disappear like snow that melts.
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In the past, when there was tryranny in one country or region people could escape across borders. Like the Huguenots escaping

religious persecution in France, or Jews escaping Germany in the late 1930's. But where to escape this growing bio-security/ climate

change one world Government? Where might one and their family `nd safer haven?
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This becomes a very dangerous situation. Anyone who encounters a wild animal knows the wisdom of allowing them an escape

route. When people are trapped, with their backs against the wall, they have no alternatives except to submit of stand and `ght.

Once they understand they may die anyway, many will choose to `ght and instead die with honor. We may see some very

turbulent times ahead. Of course, there is another possibility, if we are fortunate. However, I doubt there is the social cohesion

and individual responsibility to pull it off. Govt could lose its armies and power.

People could decide to behave responsibly (not needing law enforcement) and build new and stronger communities to provide

for their needs. The question is how much will people tolerate? Which will be the last straw? Who will be the leader who stands

up that others follow? The risk is that, when there is a void in leadership, it tends to be `lled by corrupt opportunists. We have

seen much of that. I already see an emerging wave of vigilantee-ism. Many people have had enough and are unwilling to tolerate

further loss and abuse of their natural rights. It gets very interesting.

I heard of a homeowner who tired of waiting for the courts to evict squatters from his own house so he cleared them out at gun

point. The future remains to be written. If we are fortunate, there will still be honest and literate individuals to write it. Meanwhile,

we all need to focus at the grassroots level and `rst secure our own households, neighborhoods and communities. In so many

ways, we need to build from the ground up. Even better if we can leave the cities as that will be the area of `rst and greatest

control with surveillance, dependency, etc..
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SEERS-25 because covid couldn’t take them down but of course “they” found a way! Evil never tires; we can’t rest either if we’re going to

succeed. They’ve set their sights on our children as targets for their lethal entertainment! My inbuence is young adults at work. Many

have children or at the age to become pregnant. I bring remedies to work that I use and offer them or we chit chat about natural living,

home remedies, self sustaining ideas. It eventually turns towards distrust of government which so far no one does. We go further

talking about self defense and what that looks like.

I share about my different weapons and how I imagine what it would look like and feel like to defend myself with lethal force so that I’m

better prepared should the need arise. Owning a weapon vs using a weapon are miles apart. Very few people actually consider the

details of someone bleeding out on their lawn or living room boor. Unless we start taking things more seriously we’re going to lose

more of our health, freedom, `nances and mobility. I’m late to the party but thankful I arrived.
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Kat i saw earlier The God on Earth dude (IL Papa) `red Father Pavone for speaking the truth...but glori`es his followers who are

openly killing babies whilst advancing their evil agenda..If this is not a wake up call I dunno what is..Insert huge sigh..
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Gates is worse than Adolph. Way worse. So are his buddies.
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And in the grand scheme of things he's Chicken poop
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Does anyone remember Agenda 2020? Also dubbed "Health Initiative 2020"? I had been reading about it for years. Basically, the goal of

this so-called Health Initiative/Agenda was to have everyone on earth take every vaccine manufactured forever. All under the guise of

improving Global health. Of course the real agenda was to keep the Big Pharma rolling in dough. I even recall reading Pharma memos to

that effect. As Robert Kennedy Jr. notes in his documentary `lm (based on a book of the same name), "The Real Anthony Fauci", Most

of Big Pharma's drug patents were expiring, and thus the drugs would be eligible for generic substitutes.

that any small company could manufacture. They wanted a way to get captive clients with no liability, and vaccines were the ticket. Its

been a long slow process but they had to invent the idea of Anti-vaxxer and spend years online attacking, vilifying, smearing, and

shaming anyone who questioned the o^cial line of all vaccines being safe and effective, and they had get to get free of any liabilities

that vaccine injuries could cause. They did this through the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986. Because people still were

not lining up for bu and other shots, they had to `nd a way to scare the daylights out of the public enough to get them to line up for life.

This is the frog in the boiling water syndrome and here we are. There are other goals to be sure, like this above article shows, but I do

recall years ago and for years reading about Agenda 2020, and in March 2020, boom, suddenly Covid and all its propaganda and scare

tactics, including censorship, mandates, and suppression of any treatment options "arrives". Also, mRNA technology allowed for quick

and easy manufacturing, Dangers and side effects and death are no matter if you have totally immunity from liability.
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But those at the cell service, innocently or not will tel you it’s for good reasons. They’ll say better connectivity, emergencies in a di^cult

spot to locate worry no more, you can download a movie faster.soon, use the many apps that can operate your washer, dryer, watch your

home with wireless cameras and Ring doorbell. There’s an app for that too. All META /data storage, and surveillance for them, not us.

The additional devices add more emf/rf in the home. Then perfectly good routers just started “breaking.” Had to upgrade they said,

faster Wi-Fi with better connectivity. That was my breaking point and went back to wired. Disease, death, surveillance and control.

Once again this is why they’ll let the public speak about the vcns now so freely, or even blame of pdphlia. just don’t talk about these

towers, big and small, Musk provided satellites and it’s absolutely necessary devices we purchase to ensure it all connects for THEM. I

digressed tremendously. But it will be fear on another level and or they’re changing an emf/rf our bodies are not familiar with. It all

depends on our S peci`c A bsorption R ate -SAR or SARS, as a syndrome is ongoing and not all symptoms are the same.So many

illnesses are sars, depending on how we absorb the not native toxin they’re using. Many are blue light toxic now. From led bulbs and all

phone/smart tv/computer screens and now streetlights.

Killing our circadian rhythm. Many health hazards when our body can not tell day from night. To know how these evil people that hide in

“ love”, light, new agey spirituality that is all about self work is just think of nature and Gods will or nature and morality/ethics for those

who don’t believe. They pull us away slowly from nature itself literally and pull us away from family, marriage, childbirth, you’re “ not

having an orgasm mopping the boor” so a mothers job raising her children, caring for her husband and maintaining a home becomes a

lazy unful`lling good for nothing movement. Cnt
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Gates is the anti-Christ. King of evil, Satan himself.
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He's just one, a lower level really...there are many more that opposes Christ...
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Perfect example of the government targeting and harassing the everyday citizen/family for standing up for HEALTH FREEDOM by

stealing their mail, now the 3rd occasion... Tracking Number: CH165176959US
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This is all so dreadful and seems to be unstoppable. How are we to combat this? It’s obvious that the “general public” will never fully

wake upwe’re 3 years into this and Gates et al are still at it. Fauci is a bit player; the big guys are speeding on full force and unchecked!

Where is Tyler Durden when you need him? (Reference the closing scene of Fight Club).
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Why would anyone think Covid was a one-time event, especially given all of the things that we have learned about the genesis of this

pandemic, US involvement, and the multiplicity of lies and half-truths told to us by "experts." If Covid is most harsh on the old, it stands

to reason that something else would come along for the young. In the interim, the forced vaccine craze has created a host of problems

for people in their child-bearing years.  It's like our would-be masters have taken all that they can from Orwell and moved on to a variety

of other dystopian novels and sci-` `lms. There are people who badly want life to imitate art and outside of a forum like this one, there

is a level of indifference that is staggering. None of these groups is working in isolation; some go so far as to broadcast their plans out

loud, telling us what they aim to do.
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No, they are not through with us yet.  What's really sad is that the stupid Sheep have their heads in the sand and aren't even aware

that this is what's going on.  They are all in La La Land.  Is ignorance bliss in this case? I'm not sure if i'm happy knowing what's

going on. Sometimes i wish i didn't know what's really happening to our world.
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Phase One: Cull the herd of the old and in`rm (beyond child-bearing).  Phase Two: Cull the herd of the young “trash” population before

they reach optimal child-bearing ages.  Reduce world population at both ends of the age spectrum, and then . . . Phase Three:

Concentrate on reducing the number of “unproductive” people (“livestock”) in the middle productive years whose lives are wasting the

earth’s (“limited”) natural resources.  Global euthanasia
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Yes, very much the plan of the evil cabal. You've got them `gured out!
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Has anyone seen that new Walgreens TV advertisement with the little girl maybe 5 saying she takes the booster to protect her lil sister

who is like 1? This is the REALITY of what WE face. There is an absolute ZERO concern of anyone being held accountable or fearful of

accountability. Its almost 2023 now and ads like this are STILL running. WTF!
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I don’t get why people still own a tv ?? Back in 1979 there was a toilet paper commercial with an adult male holding a streaming

roll of TP high in the air as he ran across a blank set in wavy lines yelling “new Northern has cush, new Northern has cush”. I

looked at my husband and said They think we are so absolutely stupid that we’d be positively inbuenced to purchase their

product. I still get pissed at the insult lol We put our tv in a closet and would only pull it out occasionally to watch a special.

Though we’ve gone our separate ways I’ve maintained my no tv stance. I watch THEIR PROGRAMS on apps yet do so with the

awareness that social programming is at play. Commercials are a distant past in my world-
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What rational mind can think otherwise...of course they are going to continue doing exactly what they have done. Why wouldn't they

when they know no one is remotely holding them to account. Gates is not concerned. It's a disgrace these "known" perps still have the

ability to simply execute intended plans
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Strange how these so called elite don’t catch their own infections. How does the world rid itself of these monsters?
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Fauci had Covid twice. I'm sure others have, but I bet they got treatments that they banned for the rest of us.
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The media only ANNOUNCED and REPORTED that Falsie had covid twice. The media also reports these clowns have all had

death shots.
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The vast majority of people today are begging not asking but begging to be enslaved.. Evil currently owns everything and they

always willing to accommodate and "hellp.". I am constantly reminded of "For the lack of knowledge my people have perished."
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The beast in John’s vision is NOT yet here, but the table is being set for him. Please take heed as God in His great mercy has clearly

warned us about what is to come. Soon he will arise, and the peoples of the world will willingly follow him... this will be the new world

government. "Then I saw another beast come up out of the earth. He had two horns like those of a lamb, but he spoke with the voice of

a dragon. He exercised all the authority of the `rst beast. And he required all the earth and its people to worship the `rst beast, whose

fatal wound had been healed.

He did astounding miracles, even making `re bash down to earth from the sky while everyone was watching. And with all the miracles

he was allowed to perform on behalf of the `rst beast, he deceived all the people who belong to this world. He ordered the people to

make a great statue of the `rst beast, who was fatally wounded and then came back to life. He was then permitted to give life to this

statue so that it could speak. Then the statue of the beast commanded that anyone refusing to worship it must die.

He required everyone—small and great, rich and poor, free and slave—to be given a mark on the right hand or on the forehead. And no

one could buy or sell anything without that mark, which was either the name of the beast or the number representing his name. Wisdom

is needed here. Let the one with understanding solve the meaning of the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man. His number

is 666." (Revelation 13:11 18, NLT)
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I can explain why the African continent has largely been spared of this Covid jab. Africans are highly religious - They’re not ashamed to

pray to God and invoke His Name in everyday conversation in public. Plus, many people have been taking ivermectin for decades as a

preventative against endemic parasitic diseases. That’s why ivermectin won the Nobel Prize in 2015. Ivermectin has protected against

the virulent early versions of the coronavirus. Now it’s just necessary to rinse your nose with very salty distilled water (or water that has

been boiled for at least 5 minutes and then cooled). The salt is a natural disinfectant - it stops viral replication of the coronavirus in

mucus membranes of the nasal passages. Maybe this can help parents protect their children too from these future planned pandemics.
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So let me get this straight. These "cabalists" are planning to release a contagion to kill millions, and no one has taken them out? Why

are they not struck down?  To defeat evil, you cannot reason with it, you must kill it. Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the

good of its victims may be the most oppressive. It would be better to live under robber barons than under omnipotent moral

busybodies. The robber baron's cruelty may sometimes sleep, his cupidity may at some point be satiated; but those who torment us for

our own good will torment us without end for they do so with the approval of their own conscience. C. S. Lewis
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this video shows how the lipid nanoparticles affect the heart muscle and cross the blood brain barrier to impact the frontal lobe of the

brain by causing microhemorrhages that kill brain cells. Damage to the frontal lobe of the brain causes behavioral changes including

destroying feelings of love and community and dulls your critical senses. I suspect that is a strategy they have been pursuing for years

with tranqs, mass media, and by allowing the free bow of drugs into the country and the legalization of marijuana.

video.icic-net.com/.../42W6eytcy6xgckk1v5vxDy
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Ah, Enterovirus D-68. We meet again. How it had scared my husband so much when it came about when our daughter was about six

years old. Nothing happened then and if it does, Vitamin C is the answer. Perhaps I should buy oranges and frozen berries to keep this

away or maybe forage for some wood sorrel (high in vitamin C, the plant that people use thinking that's a clover. It's not a clover that

they use for a "shamrock". Clovers are edible as well but it doesn't have that delightful tangy taste of a wood sorrel leaf. It was my `rst

"weed" to consume as a child. I'm not fully knowledgeable on all the rest of the herbs or "weeds" out there but I instinctively knew about

this one.
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Sad interview with Piers Robinson. His faith in 'democracy' and humanity has been come to nothing in the 17 months since.
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pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28224112
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And it looks like hi dose Vitamin C IV is another “miracle” adjunctive therapy for this virus. This is a must know if you have anyone that

is in ICU or borderline to urge this treatment. It’s outside of protocol and doctors will argue and yet I’ve seen it be the miracle

gamechanger throughout Delta Covid. Be ready and protect our children!!
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We're being conditioned to the occurrence of sudden deaths. Why the globalists are continuing the scamdemic charade must be all

about making money. If it were simply about exterminating us, they could use stealth biological weapons. Because sudden deaths are

already happening. They already have a cover story. The sheep say it's covid causing deaths or people not getting proper health care

and checkups during the scamdemic. The ex-vaxxers say the covid shots are causing deaths. The globalists simply can't resist the siren

call of "More Money" as they commit genocide.
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Just watching and listening to David Icke from a post on here and all of a sudden it tells David Icke is banned and the whole thing

switches off. So far, I have not been able to get the site back up again. Then along comes a Microsoft add. This has been happening a

fair bit lately.  What's going on?
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Use another browser, I.e Brave.
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I mention this because feminism was so convincing, a perfect example of how they work. It was a genius move on their part. They took

the most important position/duty in the world; a stay home mother/wife and made it completely unful`lling via the media, especially

women's magazines and psychology, then psychiatry, then a couch and a prescription for the highly addictive valium. This began in an

economy when one income could maintain a home and children. Then of course they made it impossible to live on one income.
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economy when one income could maintain a home and children. Then of course they made it impossible to live on one income.

What this did is mind blowing. The repercussions are many. At its very core it divided the family and a united family especially

generations of united family is a three at to them. It was constant reminders of “ you should be miserable with those pesky kids and

making dinner/doing laundry and get out there despite what your captor husband thinks and get to your true purpose and earn your own

money. It was like ohhh yeah now that you mention it I’m miserable and don’t belong here.

It is a damn hard job, I’ll never deny it. Because it is, and then women were ashamed to say they weren’t blissful 24/7 it worked. Who

was think 30-40 years ahead on such a diabolical level? Not enough. I’m a working mom myself, so I’m not knocking it. I’m knocking the

entirety of it and how insidious they can be. Political correctness had the white folks scared to say Obama is an awful President and

he’s doing some very concerning things. P.C. stops a lot if necessary or even vital communication.

As does the term” “conspiracy theorist. “ Which purposely implies the person is a bit crazy. Again we see psychiatry at work. Please

note when the three lettered agency coined the term C.T. and had that term spread the way they wish a virus would, it was just theory

then. Ie; JFK shooting there was no current evidence available via any media. Only logic. Strong logic. Today we have people calling

others CP’s while refusing to see the objective evidence. That’s a big difference. Cont
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That's how you know it will be another fake virus.
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Being former military I have speculated that COVID 19 virus could well be a bio warfare project. Not really sure. To believe that

bio-warfare research and development by most all countries is not being done, seems naive to me. There are no Marquis of Queensbury

rules in warfare. I also know that the Malthusian Theory, of 1798 which is overpopulation theory, seems to have been embraced by

Gates and other powers. I have not had the shot; I had COVID, I am 81 years old, the experience was unpleasant, but in two weeks I was

still a bit tired, but otherwise `ne. My energy returned to normal within the month, and now six months have passed and I am still,

testing negative. Fair disclosure, I am in exceptional health and always have been.and I am pretty sharp in bio-sciences.
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I truly hope and pray that the necessary knowledge exhibited by the many smart people who often post here ( I’m grateful) is also

common in our the silent population. It is vital. WE MUST KNOW that one of two things will occur for this to happen. None of it to do

with a virus, bacteria, a bat or even a petri dish. Put your very toxic hand sanitizers and polypropylene sprayed and now “`brous” masks.

The masks were harmful enough without the carcinogenic/heavy metal additions. They’ll either useonce again, FEAR via propaganda on

loop on a higher/severe level OR they’re changing the em `eld/frequencies again to one that has not been used yet. If it’s the ladder we

will see illness.

We will see “ bu.” Just as they did in 1918 and with every electrical “upgrade” since. Keep in mind WIRED electricity caused so much

mental and physical illness alone. The effects of wireless are similar, but at the same time a very different and very serious threat to

HUMANITY’S existence and provides a surveillance state that is almost inescapable.Let’s not forget what it’s done to our birds, animals,

insects and other pants/trees etc. ( keep in mind they are THE cause of this. THE same people who claim to care about our environment

and carbon footprint. THEY will use this as a weapon of control. Advised by Marx himself.

If we are nave enough to accept centralized digital currency and accept a vcn passport system and keep buying “smart” ANY smart,

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth tech & falling for the 5G scam. 5G to us is nothing but a threat. Zero bene`ts to the public, faster this and that and

autonomous cars all lies. And if we’re true worth our lives/freedom? The bene`t of 4,5,6G is ALL theirs to surveillance and kill us. Got a

new 5G phone? You just purchased or “ upgraded” to an antenna that complies with their goals and works with their surveillance and kill

system. That is all. This is why people are being forced out of older model phones in perfect working shape. Contd
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Stop taking the vaccine... 5 reasons you have not died yet citizenfreepress.com/breaking/stop-taking-the-vaccine-5-reasons-you-ha..

 Getting vaccinated was always a lie twitter.com/.../1579759795225198593   As The Gateway Pundit Reported for Over a Year Now

 FDA Finally Admits P`zer Covid Vaccine Causes Blood Clots

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/gateway-pundit-reported-year-fda-`na..
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Almond, I thought you were a super hero before, now I think you're like the Rock of Gibraltar! Inspirational...
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They can't do it. People will rebel.
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None have so far. And the agenda marches on.
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There is no need for a contagion which might infect the perpetrators. There is only the need for a vaccine to eliminate the opposition.

Tick Tack Toe is an elementary strategy game which reveals their plan. By believing there is a contagion, you mark a square inside the

box, instead of in one of four corners; thus blocking your opponent’s efforts to win. A corner pick ends in either a win or a draw (cat’s

game). This is a media-propagated endeavor. By controlling the narrative of a contagion, you gaslight the public and medical

investigators. H.L. Mencken once made a poignant observation. He said, and I quote: “Nobody ever went broke under- estimating the

intelligence of the American public at large.”
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It was my understanding a year or so ago, Biden signed an executive order for federal taxpayer funding of a massively large vaccination

production and research center in Africa (I forget which country) to produce Covid and other mainly messenger RNA vaccines mainly to

the African people. Has this been built yet? Are we taxpayers still being forced to fund it? I guess Biden and Fauci's idea is to force

vaccinate everyone in that country so that Africa supposedly will in theory, stop mutating viruses that could spread to other countries.
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Gates =Les Luthor.
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It's amazing that this is even a topic of discussion, much less kind of a casual discussion, and that these demonic piles of dog s#it are

allowed to walk free, live in extreme opulence and breathe our air.
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Interesting how money allows a breathing amalgam of human waste like Gates et al (Hitler and Mussolini come to mind) to do whatever

they want. However, like their role models I mentioned, I feel that they are overly ambitious and way overcon`dent in their vision, as

millions more outside their collective inner circles may take exception to their plans.
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If it's inevitable, they release a new speci`c virus on the world, so why not promote holistic measures people can prepare for now before

the virus arrives? Because this is conjecture, the likelihood of the information being suppressed may be less.
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So if this next pandemic is yet another virus, does that not imply that all the antivirals that worked with COVID would work with this new

bavor as well: ivermectin, azithromycin (antibiotic with anti-viral properties), vit. C, vit. D, zinc, quercetin, etc.?
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I have been trying to focus on not only how I can stay healthy & positive but get the word out with all the censorship. Here is a thought:

Environmental lawyer Charlie Brown who has been working tirelessly for at least two decades to stop the use of mercury especially in

dentistry www.consumersfordentalchoice.org has been going to international meetings where heads of many countries are present. In

a brilliant move he put all his information about the real dangers/sources of Hg in the short & long term & the lies of safe & effective

with the science attached on bash drives in the speci`c languages of every country he could access. Also www.globalresearch.ca from

Canada has it's website available in 51 languages at the push of a button.

Of course presenting this at a UN, WHO or G20 meeting would have even greater impact but for censorship. That said Africa, South

America, and India have become very aware of Gates & the WHO's malfeasance . The pharmaceutical & chemical companies have killed

& injured millions ; targeting people of color for experiments and lying to them. I believe this and the fact that they actually did better

health wise than heavily vaccinated countries by using Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin, is why many have refused to sign the WHO

manifesto for future pandemics even though Biden has betrayed us by doing so [which need to be challenged by Congress].

These resistant leaders and their people need to have this info in their own language and fast so they can continue to resist the Klaus

Schwab Young Leaders of the Great Reset that have in`ltrated every government. This is how the Globalists got most countries act in

lockstep with the masks, lock downs, and experimental vaccines. Charlie Brown, whom Dr Mercola has supported in the past; probably

still has the contacts and means to get bash drives to these people & would probably be happy to share with a trusted activist if they

put together a presentation. Just a thought
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sunXowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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This is the cabal's plan for world de-population full speed ahead.  They want all of us that they call useless eaters gone. Plus, they want

us to get rid of our beloved pets.  Over my dead body will they get my feline buddy!!  I forget the number that they want us down to, but

Charlie Kirk did an interview with pastor Jack Hibbs where he cites the number.   An acquaintance of my calls the car accidents that

we'll having now "vaxidents."  Not only do we have to watch out for the idiot drivers who are on their cellphones texting; now we have to

watch for the stupid Sheep who took the Covid jabs.   And be careful of the airline pilots.  Recently, one airline leaving O'Hare

International had to turn around when the pilot collapsed. The airline was on its way to Columbus' airport. It's `gured that the pilot

collapsed due to having taken the Covid jab.
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jov1684
Joined On 5/18/2017 12:35:10 PM
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Sounds like someone needs to get rid of Bill Gates and his insane propaganda and cruel ideas that can cause so much harm to the

American people....He is a horrible, disgusting democrat that needs to be stopped... come one american people do something to get rid

of all these demonic democrats and you know who they all are......
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blc5996
Joined On 10/23/2022 2:04:58 PM
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Dr. Mercola, I would be interested in an article about your thoughts on how to combat Enterovirus D68. If Gates is tabletoping this virus,

then there is a high likelihood that a dangerous strain is coming our way. Is there anything that would be effective in `ghting this that

we can stock up on now before the elite shut down our access?? Thank you for all of your articles and information!
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kennygrossogmail.com
Joined On 4/21/2021 12:09:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....,"I have no idea how she was able to secure this video as it is not widely circulated. Even more surprising is that her channel is not

being taken down.".... Re: "CHIEFNERD";....  unless some corroborating evidence for this inf. comes to light, perhaps it should be

considered suspect. I mean, who's "CHIEFNERD" really? A guy with tortoiseshell eyeglasses and permanent bad hair?
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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I was the `rst to talk about the Africa "Smoking Gun" and why Gates and others at WEF (and now Biden) are trying to kill them now. A

new article will soon be published on my blog, stay tuned. This was written Dec 2021.

worldyturnings.wordpress.com/2022/03/11/the-most-expensive-healthcare-..
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Joined On 3/1/2008 10:06:08 PM
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Curious if Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine, Black Cumin Seed Oil, etc. would work against Enterovirus D68 in the same way they work

against Covid-19.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Wow. How to reduce the population of the world and make a killing at the same time (pun intended). And by leaving many children

permanently disabled even more money can be made treating them over their lifetime. And by reducing the number of young people

there won't be enough workers to take the place of retirees, guess they will have to rely on the government. Too bad the powers that be

don't use their "powers" to do good for others rather than themselves. If these guys are truly concerned about the population of the

world, why don't they volunteer to be the `rst to go, rather than target babies and children?
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You said you didn't know where the video maker got that video. There are many of them on the website for that table top exercise. She

just got it from there.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM
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"How Did Gates Become the High Priest of the COVID Narrative?" When I read through that I immediately thought of "Hitler". Born

Adolph Schickelgruber to an unmarried mother at the time put a pretty big label on him throughout his entire life (*** in those days). He

wanted to be an artist but wasn't good enough and was rejected twice by the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts . Emotionally he was

described as this, "Hitler's typical personality traits were impulsive, egocentric, cold, aggressive, un-empathic, and tough-minded.

Hitler's nature which discloses that such characteristics are signi`catives of an eminent level of Psychoticism." And there you have Bill

Gates.

Don't let his fame and money fool you. There is something in his life he never got over, never dealt with and like Hitler, control is what he

sought and got. I keep wondering when his wife, ex wife is going to come forward and blow the whistle. I wonder if she got out because

she couldn't stand all the deaths she was a part of and knowing he was planning on targeting children next. Beware when you think you

stand lest you fall. What's done in secret eventually comes out into the light for all to see. I wonder if Bill's end will be like that of Hitlers.
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I believe that Melissa Gates divorced Bill so a signi`cant chunk of their wealth could be legally protected in the event Bill actually

had to pay for his crimes to humanity.
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ttbeets
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Beware anyone who characterizes an opposing opinion as "mid-information". In fact, ignore them completely.
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The 'new virus' will prob be the sudden deaths from the vax and they'll say it's a new virus and blame it on the un vaxxed. They aren't

going to release anything they themselves can be subject to. JMHO ---- and BTW, where's that diesel shortage that was supposed to

happen in 25 days?
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A little off-topic, but IMHO the following is an article that provides great awareness and truthfulness by connecting many "dots." "Lord

Robert Cecil, who later became Marquess of Salisbury, a very prominent position in British peerage and who served three times as

Prime Minister of Britain, had this to say in Parliament during the American Civil War: “The Northern States of America never can be

sure friends because we are rivals, rivals politically, rivals commerciallyWith the Southern States, the case is entirely reversed.

The population are an agricultural people. They furnish the raw material of our industry, and they consume the products which we

manufacture from it. With them, every interest must lead us to cultivate friendly relations, and when the war began they at once

recurred to England as their natural ally.” The Special Relationship’: How the British Reconquered the United States and Established an
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Georgetown & Queen Mary? I think we have the other leg of the fox guarding the chicken house from the former here. Just more of the

same & the 'savior' as antichrist & unfaithful & untrue as the crisis creators. Maybe worse. At least the 'left' is disorganized & has a hard

time effectively managing its corporate centralized & monopolized tyrannies. The 'right' on the other hand...
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Let's hope the "right" gets their act together! The "steady as she goes" "STATUS QUO" days are over! It's a scary thought, but I'm

afraid the true conservatives are a dying breed. What we once called a Liberal is really a Marxist/Communist now. What we once

called a Conservative is really a Libertarian or Independent now. Without true conservatives to balance the scales, we are

doomed to this world led by promoters of tyranny, lies, propaganda, and deception (The Nazi Pelosi's and Gavin Newsom's of the

world)!
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Good article. I've met my fair share of people over the years who prescribe to the notion, "Don't bother me with the facts, I've

already made my mind."
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It all boils down to you are either under the ether or you are not. Interesting name, Stu.
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Psychopaths never fold, they just double-down. (source unknown) ...... Three days ago, I saw (IMHO) a most dangerous man in

America. Fear came over me, it took my breath away. My thoughts were for my four grandchildren, and their future as foretold by this

older man . He was exiting Costco, wearing his mask, and carrying two ice cream sundries (I'm guessing he was going to consume both

of them - heaven forbid he has a wife/partner). ....... COVID-19 plandemic. The War in Ukraine. The Southern Boarder. Massive

Debt/Inbation. Wake-up!!!  In addition to Tom Luongo and Alex Krainer - I recommend Cynthia Chang. "Through A Glass Darkly"

cynthiachung.substack.com
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Happy Days...just when we think it couldn't get worse. It's time this monster should be accompanied by bodyguards like Fauci
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THE UN-VEED DO NOT AFFECT THE HEALTH OF THE VEED, OR THEIR RIGHT TO BE DUMB.
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I am His child and am once again reminded of verses in Psalm 91 and do not fear even this
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Please tell me our cadre if fearless doctors and nurses are already working on prevention techniques for this next plandemic! They

saved many lives with their information about Covid. I support as many of them as I `nancially can and pass their lifesaving information

to as many people who will listen.
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